
BOMBAY AMMONIA  (Delhi)
Contact Nos.: 9810045792, 9312839577, 011-46254660
Email Id – bombayammoniasales@gmail.com 
                       bombayammoniaref@indiatimes.com 

 We are manufacturer of machinery, sparer's and equipment for cold storages, Frozen Food & 
Vegetable, Ice plant & meat factories and have dealership of M/S NEPTUNE REF. CO. PVT. LTD 
MUMBAI which takes Turnkey projects for the same

 We also take job work for spray galvanizing, sand blasting, and metalizing 
 Also we are introducing a new product called AIROCIDE a NASA based technology which is very 

useful in increasing the shelf life of food and vegetables. It controls ethylene gas in the chamber and 
destroys molds, fungus, bacteria, virus and slows down the over ripening  process of  product .   

 We  manufacture and provide Banana, Mango and other fruit ripening chambers both Indian and 
imported. We have a tie –up with Holland based company which guarantee subsidy from NHB on 
ripening chambers . The fruit will be spotless & evenly ripened.

 All the concerned pictures are shown in our presentation .
 Hope you find our profile interesting and revert back to us.

Regards 

DEEP DUA
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Evaporative condenser 



DIGITAL TEMPERAUTRE INDICATOR



Plate freezer



Plate Freezer (Inner View)



SS HINGE



SS LOCK



Cold room



Sliding Door



HINGED DOOR



Low pressure receiver 



Installed Liquid receiver & oil separators



unit



Low pressure receiver 



Installed evaporative condenser 



Installed unit 



Machine room



I q f for frozen peas & vegetable 



Can grid system for ice plant



BANANA RIPENING 

 IMPORTED 



















AIROCIDE  
Ethylene Controls 
Destroys Mold, Fungus, Bacteria, Virus.
Food Safe.
Increase Shelf Life. 
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